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Why I want to be a nurse – Best Answers :-

Answer Example no 1 –

This world needs more love and care. There are many factors that are
making people insensitive and ignorant , but someone must stand for
caring and loving others without expecting anything in return . I want
to become a nurse and help the weak and ill people who need
gratitude and affection as much as medicines and I will become
someone to whom the weak and needy could look and trust upon .

Answer Example no 2 –

I have a very special place for nurses in my heart . When I was 13
years old , I met with an accident and got badly injured. I was in the
hospital for 3 months but I never felt that I was not in my home.
Neither did I miss my mother’s love , because the nursing staff of the
hospital was very kind and loving . Becoming a nurse is my medium to
say thanks to all the nurses for their selfless service .

Answer Example no 3 –

Being a nurse has been my life-long dream . Helping other people has
always made me happy . I had old grandparents , caring and helping
them made me satisfied because when You do good for others , one
way or another it returns to you only . There can be no job other than
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nurse that can give  me such an opportunity to take care and do good
for others . So , I want to be a nurse .

• ( 500 Words ) Essay on Why I want to be a nurse –

Being a nurse is one of the most holy jobs in the world . People
understand the importance of nurses when they are ill and sick , When
their body is weak and they need support at that time Nurses are the
one that help them get out of their hardship .

I too understood the importance of Nurse in life when I met with an
accident and had to remain in hospital for months . I was weak and I
had to take a lot of medicines and hours of body inspection . These all
made me both physically and mentally weak but I was fortunate that
the nursing staff of the hospital was very friendly and caring .

It was my first interaction with nurses , and for the first time I had been
without my parents for months , but I rarely felt their absence , Both
the male and female nursing staff were amazing . They became like
my family . The moral support they gave me definitely helped me to
recover faster and I understood that in a hospital , Nurses are equally
important as doctors .

In my life , many people have cared for me and have loved me and I
want to return their love and care by caring for others .Helping others
has always made me happy. The feeling of gratitude that they have
when you care and do good for anyone is what makes me happy and
content .

There are all sorts of people in this world , good and bad . I have met
both types of people in my life and one thing I know for sure is when



people need help and to be taken care of there is only one category of
people and that is needy.

Doctor’s Medicines work best when they are supplemented by mental
support and care that nurses provide to the patients . Hospitals are the
place where people are generally in their worst condition . It is the time
when they need the support of others the most .

Family members or friends can help patients only to a limited extent ,
Sometimes because of medical precautions and limitations and
sometimes because of their own personal problems But nurses
remain with a patient for all the time in hospital .

Nurses are the Frontline health workers and during the covid epidemic
, thousands of nurses got infected and hundreds of them died . This
happens every time when an epidemic strikes a country or the whole
world. Nurses are the most affected healthcare workers but these
risks don’t stop them .

Conclusion –

I want to be a nurse so that I can help all those people who are ill ,
injured , sick and need the love and care of others . Taking care of
patients isn’t the only work that nurses have in the hospital , giving
assistance to doctors in their operational and surgical tasks ,
counseling patients about the nature of their diseases and many other
things that Nurses have to do in hospitals .

I understand the importance of the job of a nurse , giving proper and
timely medical assistance to doctors , taking care of patients and to do
basic check-ups and I know that I can do these types of jobs sincerely.
That's why I want to be a nurse .


